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 For me, Artivism is definable as when artistic action consciously goes hand in hand with political action, or 

when it is aware of the political value it puts in place. And incidentally, art, as a public action, is always 

political even if it would rather not be so. It's about deciding which side to stand on.  

Artivism was born in a context that is recognizable in the collective author, in the art-life combination and in 

overcoming the object of art.  

And this is a precise choice of field.  

The hybridisation between art and activism should produce a double action: in the activist field give more 

space to creative communication, and in the artistic field, increase the sense of political responsibility in 

one's choices. 

                                                                                                                                                   Giacomo Verde   

 

Artivism is a term that indicates the union between art and political activism, a combination 

that has a long histoy but which has only been defined more recently, in relation to the 

appearance of the first telematic networks in the 1980s, and then spread with the 

development of internet and digital culture. As a practice that is configured through the 

actions of artists and collectives, characterised by a strong vocation for social and political 

commitment (Bazzichelli 2006; 2013), artivism crosses different fields of expression - 

performance, street art, video art, net art, subvertising, guerrilla marketing - and uses 

media languages and formats from an antagonistic, critical and counter-information 

perspective. 

In his seminal essay Aldo Milohnić explains that artivism is a kind of “interventionism” 

which uses “cultural-manifestation techniques in order to become constituted in the field of 

the political” (p. 18). Furthermore, “the transversality of these practices and their hybrid 

nature enable quick passages from the predominantly artistic into the predominantly 

political sphere and back” (Milohnić 2005, p. 24).  

The author and the date of birth of the term “artivism” is disputed but it become 

synonymous with the political commitment of artists on a global scale. 
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The 1999 Seattle protests and the contemporary and remarkable artistic intervention by 

the Electronic Disturbance Theater (founded by Ricardo Dominguez) in relation to the 

Virtual Sit-in in solidarity with the Zapatista Communities in Chiapas (Drew 2005; Wray 

1998), showed that digital technologies and networks had become the core of a social, 

political and artistic mobilisation.  

According to Bazzichelli we also need to go as far back as the mid-1990s and remember 

the contribution to the artivism made by cyberpunk network, hackmeetings and self-

managed social centres, especially in Italy (Bazzichelli, 2001). 

Accompanying this evolution is the mediatisation process which, in general terms, is 

characterised as a dynamic of cultural and social transformation influenced by the media; 

in the case of art it becomes evident in the forms of "media activism". The movement 

analysed by Matteo Pasquinelli in Mediactivismo (2002), refers to practices emergent as 

early as the Sixties and Seventies, developed in the Eighties and overturned in 1999 with 

the Seattle protests, using platforms such as Indymedia, and through the creation of 

Independent Media Centers (IMC) for the discussion and sharing, through mailing lists, of 

the guidelines on the alternative use of the media, making sure to guarantee broad 

representativeness to all areas of activism: sexual, racial, etc. 

Around the 2000s and following the spread of social media, online platforms have become 

a particularly interesting field for experimenting with the experiences of art and for the 

dissemination of ideas from a participatory perspective.  

Artivism has certainly had maximum diffusion thanks to some milestone such as: AHA: 

Activism-Hacking-Artivism project (mailing list and exhibition event on media activism) by 

Tatiana Bazzichelli, 2002 and her book Networking: la rete come arte, 2006); the first 

monographic essay on the Artivism in the Performing Arts by the Slovenian scholar Aldo 

Milohnić in the Academic Journal Maska (2005) and the autobiographical monograph by 

Giacomo Verde Artivismo tecnologico (2007). 

This second issue of “Connessioni Remote” intends to provide a mapping of the different 

practices that, from the late 1990s to today, nourish the paths of Artivism in order to 

reconstruct their stories and probe their forms, so as to investigate the most recent 

experiences with particular attention to digital and web based practices, intended as 

privileged observation places, not only of contemporary aesthetics, but of the processes of 

connection and sharing between artists and audiences, which then allow us to grasp and 

analyse the political impact of today's forms of digital Artivism. 

 

Contributions can address the following issues, but not exclusively: 

- recognition of studies and research on Artivism 

- recognition and analysis of online Artivism practices 

- the creativity and sharing of actions on social media platforms 

-artivism in new digital art formats (digital cultural jamming; light painting; video projection 

mapping) 

-artivism and public art 
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- methods of analysis of artistic practices: critical thinking 

- recognition and analysis of the problems concerning the link between art and Artivism 

(privacy, authorship, copyright, cultural appropriation) 

- objectives and areas of political orientation of contemporary artistic practices: feminism 

and queer cultures; Artivism and corporeality; post-colonial contexts; racial justice; 

-artivism and environmentalism,  

-artivism and the geographies of migration 

-strike art and guerrilla performance 

- artivistic performative actions (individual and group artivistic practices, artivistic actions 

as part of protest manifestations, etc.) 

- case studies and monographic contributions 
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